Dr650 wiring diagram

Wiring Diagram Sample. Electrical cabling is really a potentially harmful task if carried out
improperly. Suzuki Dr Se Wiring Diagram from dr Effectively read a cabling diagram, one has to
learn how typically the components inside the system operate. For instance , when a module
will be powered up and it sends out a new signal of fifty percent the voltage plus the technician
will not know this, he would think he has an issue, as this individual would expect the 12V
signal. Subsequent diagrams is reasonably simple, but applying it within the scope of how the
machine operates is the different matter. The most sage advice is not necessarily only look at
the diagram, nevertheless understand how the components operate when inside use. Read
electrical wiring diagrams from negative to positive and redraw the signal being a straight line.
All circuits are usually the same â€” voltage, ground, individual component, and buttons.
Simply shutting off the power is not good enough. More, difficult uncommon with regard to
circuit breaker containers to be mislabeled, especially if the electrical service continues to be
extended or even adapted over typically the years. The routine breaker label may well not
accurately describe the particular circuit breaker in fact controls. All electrical electrical wiring
and devices possess an amperage, or amp, rating. This specific is the maximum amount of
electrical present they can safely carry. Most standard household circuits are rated for 15 amps
or even 20 amps, although large-appliance circuits such in terms of electric washer dryer
combos and ranges may be rated regarding 30, 40, fifty amps, or maybe more. When installing
or changing wiring or gadgets, all of the parts you utilize need to have the appropriate
amperage rating regarding the circuit. With regard to example, a amp circuit must have got
gauge wiring, which usually is rated with regard to 20 amps. When you install gauge, amp
wiring upon that circuit, a person create a open fire hazard since the amp circuit breaker
safeguarding that circuit may not shut down before the amp electrical wiring overheats. Any
time replacing a change, light fixture, or outlet receptacle, help to make sure not to be able to
use a device that is rated for more amperage than the circuit carries. This is especially
important when changing receptacles. A receptacle rated for amps has a special prong form
within which among the up and down slots includes a Capital t shape. This form allows amp
devices, which have a matching T-shaped prong, to get inserted. Installing such a receptacle on
a amp circuit can make it possible to be able to possibly overload the particular circuit if a
person plug this type of amp appliance with it. Take note, however, there is no danger to setting
up amp receptacles within amp circuits since it is flawlessly fine when a plug-in device attracts
less power than the circuit amperage. In fact, that is fairly normal regarding amp general-use
brake lines to be " cable " with amp receptacles. Electricity travels along conductors, like wires
and the metal connections of outlets in addition to sockets. Tight contacts between conductors
create smooth transitions coming from one conductor to a different. But loose connections act
like velocity bumps, restricting typically the flow and producing friction and temperature. Very
loose connections can lead to arcing, through which electricity leaps from the air through one
conductor in order to another, creating huge heat. Prevent fireplace hazards by making sure all
wiring connections are limited and have full get in touch with in the conductors becoming
joined. When splicing wires together, always use approved line connectors "wire nuts". Outlet
receptacles and switches in many cases are produced with push-fit cable connection slots
about the back, together with the traditional screw-terminal contacts on the edges in the device.
These kinds of push-fit connections are notorious for loosening or failing, therefore
professional electricians nearly unanimously avoid all of them in favor associated with making
very restricted and secure attach terminal connections. Grounding in addition to polarization
are important for that safety regarding modern electrical techniques. Grounding provides a
risk-free path for stray electrical current triggered by a mistake or other trouble in a routine.
Polarization helps to ensure that electrical current travels from the source alongside "hot" wires
plus returns to the particular source along neutral wires. Always follow manufacturer's wiring
diagrams when replacing a new fixture, and understandâ€”and useâ€”your home's grounding
system to guarantee grounding and polarization remain intact. Right now there are a variety of
methods to check for grounding plus polarization. A straightforward plug-in circuit analyzer
tool, available for a few dollars, will help to make it possible to routinely check stores to ensure
they are wired correctly. In most situations, this means the box. Enclosures not merely protect
the connectionsâ€”and protect men and women coming from accidental contact along with
those connectionsâ€”they also provide means for securing conductors like electric cables and
gadgets. The rule here is simple: do not lazy. If a person need to make a wiring splice, use a
junction box in addition to secure the wires to the container with cable clamps. Never leave a
splice or additional connection exposed or perhaps unsecured. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest.
Important Tips for Secure Electrical Repairs 1. Facebook Tweet Pin. Viewed:1, times - 7 hour, 47
minute, 14 second ago Downloaded: 3 times - 4 year, day, 14 hour, 1 minute, 30 second ago

Category: Suzuki. Read More. As the fastest growing demand of circuit and wiring diagram for
automotive and electronics on internet based on different uses such as electronic hobbyists,
students, technicians and engineers than we decided to provide free circuit and wiring diagram
base on your needed. To find circuit and wiring diagram now a day its easy. E-learning through
internet as a right place to search an exact circuit and wiring diagram of your choice and it's
much fun and knowledgable. On internet you will find thousands of electronic circuit diagrams
some are very good designed and some are not. So you have to modify them to make them
according to your needs but some circuits are ready to make and require no changes. There are
many types of circuit and wiring diagrams some are very easy to build and some are very
complicated, some are so small and some contain huge list of parts. We provides free best
quality and good designed schematic diagrams our diagrams are free to use for all electronic
hobbyists, students, technicians and engineers. We also provides a full educational system to
students new to electronics. If you are new to electronics you are a student or a electronic
hobbyist and want to increase your knowledge in electronics or want to understand electronics
in a very easy way so this is the right place for you we provide electronics beginner guide
tutorials to easily understand complicated electronic theory. Our mission is to help students
and professionals in their field. Uploaded by: Hailey On: 23 Mar, Viewed:1, times - 7 hour, 47
minute, 14 second ago Downloaded: 3 times - 4 year, day, 14 hour, 1 minute, 30 second ago
Category: Suzuki. Related Posts. Get daily update. Electronic Hub. Recent Views:. TV remote
control Blocker read more.. Electrical issues are the bane of many mechanics. And if you have
an old and pre-owned vehicle, you might have good reason to fear electrical mods and repairs.
For information on headlights see the DR Headlights Page. For information on heated clothing
and grips, see the Riders Clothing Page. Having a functioning battery is important if you have
an electric start or like to run accessories while the engine in not running. A battery may also
decrease the load placed on stator and help prevent surges to your accessories and lights. Plus
at low RPMs, when your stator isn't putting out the Ws you were counting on, you lights won't
get as dim as they would without a strong battery. If you are running a lot of accessories, and
don't have a kick start setup, you may desire to upgrade your battery to a deep cycle bike
battery. These are often used by law enforcement agencies that need to run lights and
communications systems for long periods while their bike is parked. One nice investment is a
battery charging system such as a Battery Tender. This keeps your battery charged up to help
with easy starts, prolonging the life of your battery and decreasing the load on your bike's
charging system since it doesn't need to charge a half dead battery every time you go for a ride.
NiCd and other rechargeable battery packs are often used on off road to dual sport conversions.
These battery packs tend to be much lighter and more compact than lead acid batteries, which
makes them easier to retrofit into a bike. Suitable battery packs sometimes include those used
in portable power tools, and remote control toys planes, cars, etc. For those looking to save
some money or who have space limitations, they can build their own battery pack to their own
special requirements. Capacity: 5 Dimensions: 4. Metric Weight: 1. Battery Family: Conventional
Voltage: 12 Amps: 0. Capacity: 3 Metric Dimensions: mm x 70mm x 85mm Metric Weight: 1.
Metric Weight: 3. Capacity: 11 Dimensions: 5. Metric Dimensions: mm x 90mm x mm Metric
Weight: 3. Capacity: 8 Dimensions: 6" x 3. Metric Dimensions: mm x 87mm x mm Metric Weight:
2. Metric Weight: 2. If your bike is garaged a lot, if you like to leave your park lights on, don't
want to worry about your bike not starting or just want your batter to last more than one season,
you should look into getting a battery charging and maintenance system. Battery Tender seems
to have the corner on this market and their products seem to do a good job of maintaining your
DR's battery. Fritec German. This isn't as good as some cruisers out there, but is good for a
dualsport. These do burn out from time to time, leaving the bike dead after the battery is
drained. I am not aware of any higher output stators on the market, but if you are - please let me
know. This sits out on the front of the bike and generally doesn't give you any grief. Upgrades
are generally not necessary. The regulator put out Main 20A De-comp. If you add other fusible
accessories, you may want to keep them near the other fuse to make them easier to find. Auto
fuses come in regular size and mini as well as less useful large sizes. The minis will fit into the
fuse box on a DR, you if your accessories use mini auto fuses, you only need to pack extra
fuses in that size. The also make circuit breakers and other fancy resettable fuses and the like
that will fit in the fuse box. These are generally not necessary, and if they are, you probably
have some electrical issues that need addressing. Wrangler NW Power Products. There are a
few ways to stretch the watts full rev your DR puts out. This may become an issue if you have a
weak battery with an electric start or wish to use heated clothing or grips and see at night.
Resist the urge to run extra auxiliary lights and headlights see Headlights. Hook up a relay for
your headlights and install a cutoff switch to give you more juice during startups - or all the time
if you don't want to use your headlights. Replacement of your front headlight with and HID light

see Headlights. Using a digital thermostat for clothing in lieu of a rheostat see Rider Clothing. If
you use a load resistor instead of a non thermal flasher relay, don't wire it so that it pulls a load
if running lights are used.. Be aware of LED replacement bulbs which may have load resistors
built in for signal flasher compatibility. Run at higher RPMs in town to crank out a few extra
watts. If you have an older DR with the stock carb, you are probably already doing this to avoid
stalling. The DR didn't come with any power outlets to allow you to plug in all our special
accessories. And like many things in this world, not all outlets and plugs are the same, but
whatever outlet s you end up installing on your DR, you can always use an adapter to hook up
your choice of gadgets. These are generally used to hook up lights to towed trailers and make
for great connectors for your bike's accessories. The downside to its sleek size is that it can be
a challenge to hook up with gloved or frozen hands. And if the cable attached to the battery is
just zip-tied to the bike, you will probably need two hands to the the connectors lined up, which
isn't conducive to safe riding. Then again, you shouldn't be trying to hook up your electric vest
and zip up your jacket while entering the freeway. This connection type uses both a male and
female terminal for both the power source outlet and connection end of each accessory cord.
As long as you wire your accessory cable and your power source cables correctly the first time,
you shouldn't have problems with this stet-up. Likewise, the positive wire on the accessory
cord should be connected to the bare metal male plug end of the accessory cord. If you use and
extension cord, they you will need to wire it so that the male terminal goes to the female
terminal. It is similar to the US 12V auto cigarette lighter outlets and adapters, but holds the
adapter in the plug much more securely. It is also easy to plug in accessories with a gloved
hand if the outlet is securely fixed to the bike. The surface mount Hella female socket provide a
snug grab and the Kiwi ones are rated for 32A at 12V. Some plugs are set up for use with both
regular cigarette lighter outlets and the smaller BMW type outlets. Unfortunately many of these
have poor power connections and low amperage ratings. These were originally used as German
antenna connectors. Their design allows for a good amount of current and are used in Widder
heated clothing. You will need to take note as to which side is positive and which s negative as
the plug design is nonpolarized and you can plug it in backwards. If you didn't use red and
black wire or use them appropriately to identify which side is which, you may wish to paint, tape
or otherwise mark the connectors to avoid erroneous connections. These connector types can
also vibrate loose and aren't the best connector type for most motorcycle uses. They do allow
you to switch polarity on power cords, just in case you have two bikes that are wired differently.
This is the most popular outlet system used in the automotive world. You can find all sorts of
items to plug directly into these outlets as well as all different qualities of outlets and plug ends.
Unfortunately, many of the easy to find outlets are of poor quality, very in maximum current
limits, allows for poor connections and are not always dependable. The outlets themselves tend
to be on the bulky side for motorcycle use. If you would like to avoid installing junk from the
local auto store that will quickly rust on a bike, you might want to look into marine grade outlets
and connectors. With an explosion of computer and laptop peripherals, there are lot of devices
that can run off of or get charged by a 5V USB port. There are lots of inverters on the market
these days. Some are small enough to fit in your pocket and can allow you to power all sorts of
items with in the middle of nowhere. You can find one that plugs directly into a automotive
power outlet or wire in to your bike with or without disconnects. Cyclenutz - Power outlets.
Powerlet - lots of power outlets. Twisted Throttle more outlets and such. Widder 12mm nonpolar
connectors and adapters. Marinco - Marine grade electrical outlets and connectors. Battery
Tender - SAE cords and battery charger. BestRest Products. Warm and Safe Heated Gear adapters. Please feel free to link to this site so that others can find it. It's easy to link to this site,
just copy one of the texts below onto your web page:. Zen's DR Colorized Version by Peter De
Ceulaer. Wiring Diagram Sample. Suzuki Dr Wiring Diagram Collection. Avoid shortages and
malfunctions when electrical wiring your car's electronics. Suzuki Dr Wiring Diagram from 4.
Effectively read a wiring diagram, one provides to know how typically the components in the
program operate. For instance , if a module will be powered up and it sends out a new signal of
fifty percent the voltage and the technician does not know this, he would think he offers an
issue, as he would expect a new 12V signal. Next diagrams is fairly simple, but applying it in the
opportunity of how the device operates is the different matter. My most sage advice is not
necessarily only look in the diagram, but understand how the constituents operate when within
use. Before reading a new schematic, get acquainted and understand all the symbols. Read
typically the schematic like the roadmap. Electricity is very dangerous and can simply lead to
electrocution, so you need to call an emergency electrician for sensitive electrical wiring cases.
However, it is possible to work on minor electrical wiring in your home provided you follow
safety precautions. To make you better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you
need to perfect. You'll be in a much better position to safeguard yourself and work better. An

RCD residual current device is one of the most important things to have in your circuits. RCDs
are devices that are utilized to monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and they
cut off the existing whenever it flows through an unintentional path. So if you accidentally touch
a live line, the RCD would detect the unusual flow of the present and immediately switch off the
circuit. This specific keeps both you and your family safe. Having the right tools at hand is
another important aspect of power work. For instance, avoid knives as opposed to stripdance
when stripping your wires. Knives may weaken the line by notching the copper inside. Choose
linesman pliers as opposed to the ordinary slip-joint huge pliers when intending to twist wires.
Typically the ordinary pliers would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in
future. Likewise, ensure you've received a tester to test the voltage of the wire connections
before and after working on them. Terminal connections are the ending points of wires, where a
connection with a circuit occurs. These are some of the most common connections, especially
if you're dealing with receptacles and changes. Terminal connections undergo a lot of stress,
and weak joints easily loosen. So here's the secret. When wrapping a wire around the terminal
screw, do it in a clockwise direction. That way, the attach tightens the relationship as it moves
in. Also ensure that all the wire that's twisted around the mess is stripped. Within case there's a
terminal slot, you should be extra careful. Strip the wire perfect such that no insulating material
goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire is left. Any errors here might lead to the wire to the
touch the ground wire or box. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin. Orders will be
processed as efficiently as possible. Your patience is appreciated. The Suzuki DR is a
long-standing model in Suzuki's lineup, introduced in as a replacement for the DR model. It has
a 13 L fuel tank. Now you can have your trail gearing without giving up your highway gearing.
Both sets are lower than stock in 1st and 2nd gear and taller than stock on 3rd thru 5th gears.
Not only will Nova give you better gear ratios but the high quality components will shift
smoother and engage more solidly. The table below shows each gear ratio and the original OEM
ratios for comparison. To help put the ratio changes into perspective switching from the OEM
15T to a 14T sprocket lowers the gearing by 7. Switching from a 15T to a 16T raises the gearing
by 6. The OBR ADV Gear Big Sky Tank Bag utilizes a detachable base panel that attaches and
secures easily to any bike via two adjustable buckle straps at the rear of the bag and one
adjustable buckle strap at the front. A padded spacious main compartment is perfect for
carrying those items you wish to keep close such as cameras, documentation, rain jacket, etc.
Two smaller lid pockets sit above the main pocket for storage of smaller items. The copper
plating on the inner wall is an extra defense against temperature transfer. Heat escapes much
slower so your hot coffee stays hot even in a snow storm, and heat enters much slower so your
ice water doesn't melt even under a blistering summer sun. Pair it with the OBR bottle wrap for
even better value and have a holder on your luggage for your new bottle for ease of access and
security. Wiseco 96mm piston with rings, wrist pin, circlips, head gasket, and base gasket.
Requires your cylinder to be bored to fit the larger piston. Special order item. Allow 10 extra
days for delivery. The cc Big Bore Kit includes a custom made, forged 9. A custom made
multi-layer steel head gasket, OEM metal base gasket, tensioner gasket, and cam bolt lock plate
and a ProCycle specific big bore cylinder sleeve. Cylinders with sleeves installed are in stock,
but we must have your original cylinder as a 'core'. These cores allow us to keep up this
program and it is nothing more than an exchange - we give you ours, you give us yours. Raises
compression from stock 9. The high quality forged piston from JE is almost a full ounce lighter
than the stock cast piston. This makes for less vibration and a smoother running motor.
Includes rings, pin, clips, and top end gasket set with valve stem seals and metal base gasket.
Fits the standard size stock bore. Top end gasket set with metal base gasket. We strongly
recommend checking valve to piston clearance when installing a non-standard camshaft. This
is the little rubber plug on the right hand side of the cylinder head. Replace this plug to avoid
having an oil leak after disassembling your top top end. Solid reliability and easy installation.
This manual tensioner is a good upgrade for any modified motor, especially if it is ridden hard.
A new gasket is included. You are going to need it if you work on your starter motor. It is not a
good idea to re-use this gasket. If it blows out, it will dump a large amount of oil onto your right
foot. Your automatic cam chain tensioner is spring loaded. This can make it difficult to install as
it wants to extend before you have it bolted into place. This handy tool will back off the cam
chain tensioner mechanism and hold it for you. No more awkward 3-handed contortions are
required to get the tensioner installed. An upgrade over stock, these hard-welded premium
rockers are highly recommended when upgrading your camshaft. Cylinder head upgrade.
Features CNC machined port shapes, larger high performance valve seats and custom made
valves. This is not a radical modification. These bigger valves bring the valve sizes up to what
would normally be found on other brands of singles. Big Valve Heads are sold only on an

exchange basis. We need your stock head for the next batch of modified heads. Requires
professional installation. Ride in warm temperatures a lot? Worried about your motor oil just
getting too hot? The Trail Tech Universal Fan Kit mounts up to the backside of the DR's oil
cooler to draw cool air across it and keep those oil temps down. An electronic temperature
sensor mounts to the fan, no need to cut any fluid lines, and automatically turns the fan on
when needed to keep the temperature in the optimum range. The activation sensor can be set
wherever you like to keep the temperature right where you want it. Backlit for easy viewing
anytime it also includes a volt meter. Kit Contents. What would you do if your oil cooler was
damaged way out in the bush? We have a simple solution. This kit allows you to bypass the oil
cooler and both oil lines and insure that the top end continues to get the oil it needs to stay
healthy. Simply remove the stock oil lines from the motor and attach one end of the bypass at
the head and the other end at the engine side case. Be sure to leave the original o-rings in
place. Small, light weight and easy to carry. You may never need it but if you do it will save you
a lot of walking! This is a genuine Suzuki part. We recommend installing a countershaft seal
retainer to prevent the countershaft seal from popping out while riding. Simple insurance
against your countershaft seal popping out of its bore. This is not a common problem but for
those folks who have had the seal come out it has proven to be quite difficult to get it to stay in
place. This steel retainer eliminates any possibility of the seal coming out and ruining your day
by coating your rear tire with oil. The factory screws tend to loosen over time. You really would
not want them to get loose in your motor! The permanent solution is to safety wire them. We
looked high and low and finally found pre-drilled screws in the correct length and thread pitch.
Here we offer a complete kit to take care of those pesky screws. If you don't do this, you don't
have a screw loose, you have TWO screws loose! The starter bushing in the DR leads a tough
life. Exhaust heat and minimal lube from the factory take their toll. Warp 9 has a high quality
solution - a billet starter cover with a sealed ball bearing. New starters that are manufactured to
meet or exceed OEM specifications. Pull out your old starter, put in this new one and go riding.
These units are built to provide a longer life than the OEM unit with these features:. This 3rd
gear set is made for us by Nova Racing Transmissions in England to replace the fragile stock
third gear set. These folks build complete transmissions for World Superbike teams among
others, so we believe them to be highly qualified to build this set of replacement gears. These
gears are made from a high quality special alloy steel and then heat treated and superfinished.
The mainshaft drive gear and the countershaft driven gear are sold only as a set. Barnett high
performance clutch set. Includes 8 Kevlar friction plates, the 7 'loose' steel drive plates,
stronger springs and a high quality clutch cover gasket. Top quality friction plates, steel plates
and heavy duty springs from Dunlop. Don't forget to use a new clutch cover gasket. Complete
set of friction plates, HD springs and steel separator plates prevent premature driven plate wear,
oil muddying and loss of stack height. Built with swaged aluminum carriers that spread the load
on the clutch basket and prevent clutch basket "dogging". Anti-swell, alloy impregnated
heavy-duty facings for smooth clutch action. Allows modulation, unlike paper clutches which
tend to snatch. Don't forget to add a fresh gasket. Heavy Duty Barnett clutch springs are
pre-set, shot-peened, and heat treated for performance and durability. Dragging clutch? Hard to
find neutral? Maybe it feels like it doesn't fully release. These problems can be caused by worn
thrust washers in the clutch assembly. Most DRs show wear on these items. Kit includes 2, 3
and 8 in the diagram. Complete set of engine gaskets and oil seals. Includes the addition of a
factory Suzuki metal base gasket. A metal base gasket is essential because paper base gaskets
will fail in the DR Top end gasket set with the addition of a factory Suzuki metal base gasket.
High quality clutch cover gasket. If you are servicing your clutch, a new gasket will prevent oil
leaks. High quality left side case gasket. If you are servicing your stator or starter clutch gears,
a new gasket will prevent oil leaks. Billet plugs for your left side case. Includes both the timing
mark plug and the crankshaft access plug. Fresh o-rings to ensure your DR stays oil-tight and
leak free. Includes one of each: oil filter o-ring, filter cover o-ring and filler plug o-ring. A pair of
factory OEM o-rings for the valve covers. Your valve cover o-rings live in one of the hottest
parts of the engine and have a pretty short life. Replace them on your next valve adjustment to
prevent oil leaks. This is all you need to not only change your oil, but protect your motor as
well. We include a magnetic drain plug, oil filter magnet to help catch stray metal pieces, a pack
of oil filters, and new O-Rings to replace any you have that may be leaking or worn. The wire is
covered with silicone tubing that will not melt or discolor. Available in silver, black and gun
metal. Available in Blue or Black and it includes a new O-ring! On each end of the center tab is a
drilled hole should you find it necessary to safety wire your filler cap in place. Superior
Filtration: This should be the last oil filter you will ever buy. Most good paper filters will pass
particles in the 90 to 95 micron range, and some tested, as much as microns. Sand is about
microns and a white blood cell approximately 25 microns. Scott's stainless filter catches items

down to 35 microns "absolute". The pleat seam is welded, able to withstand up to degrees, not
glued, like paper filters. Providing unbeatable performance and exceptional value, Hi-Flo is the
best-selling brand of aftermarket filters for motorcycles, scooters, and ATVs worldwide. The
filters are also supplied to original equipment manufacturers as well as private label brands. It is
a good practice to replace your sealing washer with every oil change. These 10 piece kits are
made up of 5 Copper washers and 5 Aluminum washers. The manufacturer recently decided to
make half of the kit Copper washers as that is the material of choice for many OEM
manufactures. This gives you the opportunity to decide which you prefer, but either will work
great at creating a leak-free seal between the case and the drain plug. Extra protection for your
motor. A strong magnet at the end of the plug picks up metallic flakes in your oil. Stainless steel
drain plug with an extremely strong magnet that picks up metal flakes in your oil. Direct
replacement for old or broken stock spark plug caps, made by industry leader NGK. Spark plug
caps contain a resistor that can burn out with age. Fresh caps ensure your motor gets a strong
spark. Sold in pairs. A Dual Electrode spark plug will last longer than a single electrode plug
because the wear is shared between the electrodes. Clymer motorcycle repair manuals are
written specifically for the do-it-yourselfer. Whether it's routine maintenance or more extensive
repairs involving engine and transmission disassembly, Clymer repair manuals provide all the
information you need about your motorcycle. With step-by-step procedures, detailed
photography and extensive use of exploded views, each manual is based on the complete
disassembly of the machine. Unlike OEM manuals, which are purposely designed for the
professional technician with an impressive array of specialized tools, equipment and
knowledge, Clymer manuals are designed for the first-time user. The DR manual features pages
of color wiring diagrams, illustrations and photographs. There are 15 chapters, ranging from
general information and troubleshooting to brakes, suspension and full color wiring diagrams.
The genuine factory shop service and repair manual. This is the reference manual Suzuki
dealers use in their service departments. It has all the necessary info to do any maintenance or
repairs to your DR Includes degree wheel, dial-gauge, multi-position stand, extension, 3-sizes of
positive-piston stops, and a handsome wooden carrying case. Made from medium carbon steel
with hardened jaws. It features spanner pins and the jaws open up to 5" wide. It's ideal for
holding clutch hubs, flywheels, gears, sprockets, etc. Made by Motion Pro. Need to remove your
clutch assembly to get at that dreaded neutral safety switch? This holder is the quickest and
easiest tool out there to get a grip on that hard to handle hub. Laser cut to the exact pattern that
EBC makes their clutch plates from, it makes loosening and re-tightening the clutch nut easy.
All of that and no worries about doing any damage to your expensive clutch hub. Bottom line, if
you have to hold your clutch hub to remove it, there is no better way to do it. This tool is
designed to separate vertically split crank case halves on two and four stroke engines.
Adjustable arms allow it to be used on multiple bolt patterns found on a variety of makes and
models of motorcycles. Industrial grade steel construction with black oxide finish for long
service life. Comes with 8mm mounting bolts and 6mm adapters. Protective carrying case
included. This is the tool that makes installing and removing the wrist pin circlips on our cc kit a
breeze. A 3-pack of easy to apply strips measure the temperature of engine, suspension, and
radiator components. A 'wrench style' tool to turn the 'square top' tappet screws. The wrench
does a better job of holding the adjuster screw still while tightening the locknut. Slim and flat,
this tool is easy to carry in a tool pack. Two feeler gauges with angled ends to make checking
the clearances easier. Stock valve clearances are. Geared for the do-it-yourselfer that already
has a TM40 or HS This kit supplies everything you need to convert it for use on your bike. Kit
includes intake and air boot adapters, throttle cables, choke knob, accelerator pump nozzle, a
wide selection of main and pilot jets plus a TM40 tuning manual. Want an amazing increase in
throttle response? More power over a much wider range? Our complete kit comes with alloy
adapter rings bonded to the carburetor body for a firm reliable fit in the stock air boots. We also
include new low friction cables, an extended fuel screw, complete instructions along with a wide
range of extra jetting for fine tuning. It even has a vacuum port for the stock fuel petcock. The
carburetor comes pre-jetted for the typical mods: performance pipe and modified air box, or we
can set it up for your particular bike before we ship it out. Instead of the tough to reach choke
knob, all TM40's come with a remote choke and bracket. This makes it easier to reach the knob,
especially if you have an oversize tank. All this means going even faster has never been so
easy, say goodbye to hard starting, hesitations and flat spots. The jet kit for riders who want
their bike to run well but do not want to modify the air box. Easy to install and tune - no slide
drilling. No air box modification. Includes: a main jet selection, adjustable titanium needle, clips
with extras , pilot jet, instructions. This kit includes 2 needles that have been developed by JD
Jetting and manufactured for them to their exacting specifications. These two needles allow a
wide range of tuning possibilities and provide correct fuel delivery at any throttle position.

Complete instructions with photos, jetting suggestions for different set-ups and situations, 4
Main Jets, a new Pilot Jet, and a drill bit complete the package. Enough jetting to cover most
modifications or altitudes. Includes the extended fuel mixture screw and stainless steel Allen
screws for the float bowl and top cap. Also included are new Viton o-rings for the float. Comes
with easy to understand detailed instructions and diagrams. Includes a template for modifying
the air box. This Kit replaces vital components in the BST40 Carburetor including new o-rings,
gaskets, jets, needle, mixture screw, float bowl screws, float valve needle and seat needle jet
and other pressed in jets are not included in kit to return the stock Mikuni BST40 Carburetor to
like-new operation. As a bonus we have included Viton o-rings for the float assembly and 4
stainless steel allen screws. Has your DR with a TM carburetor been sitting for too long and now
needs to be rebuilt? This kit includes:. Replace the worn slide guide in your stock Mikuni BST
carburetor before it causes additional wear to the needle and needle jet. This cover acts as an
'adjustable leak jet' to fine tune the accelerator pump squirt. Eliminates "4-stroke bog" when
used with correct jetting. Allows the use of correct carburetor settings to optimize performance,
starting and reliability. Improved low-end performance with much better throttle response.
Investment cast and finished to precise tolerances with internal high volume vertical check
valve. Direct replacement for the stock spring and exactly like the old Merge Racing spring.
Gives a much more consistent accelerator pump squirt. Eliminates the need for the 'O-ring
mod', wire or zip-ties on the pump arm. This T6 aluminum adapter bonds to the airbox side of
the carb so it will easily fit the DR. This brass fuel screw offers a longer head to give you a
better hold for making adjustments. This is a nice improvement over the standard extended fuel
screw. Kit includes one new screw, spring, washer and o-ring. Quick adjustments are now
within easy reach. Besides easy access, another benefit is the Flex-Jet's ability to hold its
setting. Loose fuel screws are now a thing of the past. The Remote Fuel Mixture Screw is 5
inches longer than stock. This gives you plenty of length to easily mount in a convenient
location. Allowing easy access to your jets and float without having to remove the carburetor
from the bike. Sold in a 2 pack. Stainless steel threads. Sold in a 4 pack. The factory screws that
hold the top cap and float bowl on the stock carburetor are very easily damaged. The originals
are usually installed unbelievably tight from the factory. It is common to ruin the stock screws
when installing a jet kit or doing any other carburetor maintenance. Sold in a pack of four. Two
for the cap and two for the float bowl. The originals can be stripped out when doing any tuning
or carburetor maintenance. Sold in a pack of four, all for the bowl. The plastic fitting that
secures the stock choke cable to the carburetor is delicate and easily broken. A broken fitting
can cause hard to solve idling and running problems. CNC machined from billet aluminum and
anodized blue or black. If you want to retain your handlebar mounted choke this may be the
solution. User account menu Log in. Add to cart. Thermal Tumbler. Big Bore Kit, cc DR '96 - '
Piston Kit, FAQ Big bore vs. Cam Bore Plug DR '96 - ' Kit includes all new OE adjuster screws
and lock nuts. Please see required core information below. Rocker Arm Core Exchange Details.
Our own cam profile offers more lift to give better low-end and mid-range punch and more
duration to keep the motor pulling hard in the upper RPMs. Our performance cams are reground
from OEM camshafts - no core charge or return required. We recommend a high compression or
big bore piston to get the most out of your performance camshaft. Camshaft Specs. Big Valve
Head Exchange Information. Valve Stem Seals DR '96 - ' A set of four high quality valve stem
seals. Protect your DR from overheating. Installs between the oil cooler and top oil supply line,
giving a cooled oil temp reading. Includes 3 new o-rings, and 2 longer bolts, as well as the Trail
Tech m6x1. Countershaft Oil Seal DR '96 - ' Countershaft Seal Retainer DR '96 - ' Kit Contents 2
drilled stainless steel screws Plenty of safety wire Wire twisting tool New lock tab for the clutch
hub New clutch cover gasket. CNC machined starter endcap Black anodized for good looks
High Speed Abec 3 double sealed roller bearing installed Reduced amperage needed to start
bike Brushes will have extended life. Warp 9 Starter Cap Installation. Starter Motor DR '96 - '
Transmission, Wide Ratio DR '96 - ' Clutch Kit, Barnett DR '96 - ' Barnett clutch springs are made
from the finest materials available. Gasket, Clutch Cover DR '96 - ' Gasket, Stator Cover DR '96 ' Choose Color Black. The Total Tune-Up Kit. All the parts you need to do a complete tune-up on
your beloved beast. Valve Adjustment Wrench Feeler Gauges. Oil Filter Magnet DR '90 - '
Reduce wear, and significantly increase your engine life. Easy to install. Place on outer side of
filter. Powerful magnet traps abrasive metal particles down to 1 micron. OEM oil filters only filter
particles down to 90 microns, leaving behind the most harmful particles to circulate through
your engine. Cleaning Reusable Oil Filter. Cleanable and reusable filter 35 micron stainless steel
mesh Stainless check ball and stainless spring CNC aluminum caps front and rear. Drain Plug
Washers, 14mm DR '96 - ' Drain Plug, Magnetic DR '96 - ' GoldPlug is the gold standard in
engine protection. How does GoldPlug compare to stock? Spark Plug Socket, Thin Wall.
Hardened chrome vanadium steel with built in rubber insert to hold spark plug steady. Thin wall

bi-hex sockets designed to access narrow spark plug holes. Keep your motor running right with
a fresh plug. How To Choose Heat Range. CR10EK Pair '96 - ' Spark Plug, E3 DR '96 - ' Iridium
spark plugs are made with premium quality materials. Iridium plugs last longer than standard
ones, meaning you won't have to replace them as often. CR10E Pair '96 - ' Camshaft Installation
Tool Kit. Clutch Holding Tool. Clutch Holding Tool DR '96 - ' Crank Case Separator Tool Set.
Flywheel Puller DR '96 - ' Special tool to remove the flywheel from the end of the crankshaft. For
easy removal of recessed oil filters. Conical point screws pierces and grabs the metal end cap
of the filter. NOT for use on re-usable oil filters. Visit this link for a great instructional video.
Temperature Stickers. Thread Chasers. Thread Chasers are designed to clean and re-cut
damaged aluminum threads. Thread Chasers also remove dirt and metal shavings that become
captured in thread grooves. Uses 8mm or 10mm hex sockets, a Must for all tool kits. Valve
Adjustment Wrench DR '90 - ' Heat treated and chrome plated for durability Include 10mm
wrench with 3mm square adjuster Fit motorcycles and ATVs with screw-type adjusters Included
Items: 1 10mm chrome steel socket wrench 1 3mm square tappet adjuster. Valve Clearance
Feeler Gauge Set. Dual marked feeler gauges. Intake Kit, Complete DR '96 - ' Allows your bike to
breathe much better giving you better response and performance. Designed for use with stock
engines using either stock or aftermarket exhaust and air filters. Provides a simple and
affordable solution to carburetor tuning problems. Allows you to tune your bike for increased
power and smoothness while retaining fuel economy. Includes a guide booklet on how to install
and use your jet kit to it's full potential. For a top quality installation we recommend adding an
extended fuel screw and a set of replacement carburetor screws. A new slide for the stock
Mikuni BST carburetor. Top quality brass screw with molded knob for easy adjustments.
Choose Color Blue. From OEM. Post Mar 14, 1 T Post Mar 15, 2 T Post Mar 16, 3 T Post Mar 16, 4
T Post Mar 16, 5 T Post Mar 18, 6 T Post Mar 19, 7 T Post Mar 19, 8 T Post Mar 20, 9 T Post Mar
20, 10 T We've updated our Privacy Policy and by continuing you're agreeing to the updated
terms. This website uses cookies for functionality, analytics and advertising purposes as
described in our Privacy Policy. If you agree to our use of cookies, please continue to use our
site. Or Learn more Continue. Share Share with:. Link: Copy link. Trail Rider. I ended up with
this colored wiring diagram - at least I colored the main power paths. I also made a few notes
along the way Maybe it will be helpful to someone? If anyone sees
2015 vw jetta review
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1998 honda civic speaker size
any mistakes, let me know and I can update the image. Is winter over yet? I need to get out and
ride! Thanks Merrill. Colors are so much easier to follow. Member Servant. Merrill I took the
liberty to also link this in the electrical section of the DR Wiki Good deal I'm going to update it
some more - after "ground truthing" it some on the bike I see there are some things that should
be noted further. Ok, found errors already! Gr is gray, not green! Also found some differences
between my bike 06 and the diag. I'll make edits soon. Wow, that took some effort! Thanks
nmerrill, I'm sure this willl be much appreciated by our members. Single Tracker. Thanks a
bunch, I've already used it. Good job. Good deal. I need to mess with it some more- the grey
wire color just does not work on the screen - not an in important circuit really though. It prints
OK. Adventure Rider. Better than my clymer. New for spring! Read more posts 27 remaining.
Back to top. OK Join. Choose Display Mode Original Dark.

